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When dialectical philosophers are accused of idealism, they usually reply as
Berkeley replied to his critics—by explaining that they are only protesting
against the errors of a certain philosophical school and that they are really
not saying anything at which the plain man would demur. As Austin said in
this connection, ‘There's the bit where you say it and the bit where you take
it back.’
Richard Rorty, Consequences of Pragmatism
Thinking is, most centrally, internalized conversation.
Randall Collins, The Sociology of Philosophies
Why do we argue different sides depending who we’re talking to? Why do
thinkers—philosophers, theorists, critics, academics—end up taking such seemingly
extreme and reductive positions? And how is it that individuals who agree on most
specifics—were they to hash out details—end up arguing for deeply opposed
ideologies?
These are some of the erisological questions John Nerst has been posing the past
few years at Everything Studies, which I hope to help answer by framing discourse as
a kind of game, or if you’d rather, a kind of warfare. A secondary aim of this piece is
to develop canonical LessWrong ideas, like “disguised queries” and “arguments as
soldiers,” into a broader framework of representations as strategic acts meant to
sway consensus or justify specific courses of action.
And third, I want to argue for the merits of two French thinkers typically associated
with post-structuralist or “postmodernist” thought, Pierre Bourdieu and Bruno
Latour. Their school of philosophy is often viewed with hostility in rationalist (and
more broadly, STEM) circles, for reasons I believe are captured by the main
argument of this piece: that discourse is a competitive sport, and it’s tough to get in
the heads of one’s opponents.

i.
The meaning of every communicative act, we might say, depends on its situation
and orientation—that is, the perceived circumstance and the intention of its
speaker—precisely because such an act constitutes a move in a game. This is
important because a given move is fitted to the game context to which it is designed
or chosen—the rules and history of moves which constitute a “game state,” which
together create the constraints, affordances, and goals players optimize moves with
respect to. Therefore, to understand a move’s quality, motivations, consequences,
and all-around “true character,” one must understand the move relationally and
contextually.1
Unfortunately, discursive moves are constantly being taken out of context, and
what’s worse, many speakers try to seize maximum explanatory “turf” for
themselves through totalizing claims—“X is,” rather than “One facet of X…” When
an intelligent classics scholar says that we find beautiful precisely the things which
terrorize us—indeed, that beauty is terror, and vice-versa—what exactly is it that
he’s conveying? We cannot take him literally; examples abound of non-threatening
beauty and ugly terror. But I think it would be a mistake to dismiss his argument as
merely mistaken. Something more complex is afoot.
The two crucial, defining aspects of a discursive game are first, who is playing (in the
context of a given move, who, and whose moves, are being responded to), and
second, who is judging moves’ quality (where the public meaning of a move is
determined by the sensibilities of judges and the rules of judgment).
In some games, these criteria are relatively stable over time, such that the game is
considered “a discourse” (that is, it has a stable identity either in public or among
players), and perhaps given a proper name like “analytic philosophy,” “rationality,”
“feminism,” or “the Intellectual Dark Web.” These discursive contexts are
sometimes pre-existent—a “school” with dedicated journals and conferences, or a
deeply interconnected Twitter network. There is a fairly stable group of players
playing mostly among themselves and, especially in the case of “autonomous” field
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Borges’s “Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote” is perhaps the best demonstration of this,
albeit focused on literary games instead of discursive games. Still, the two are structurally
similar: that Menard’s position-taking, and choices, are interpreted radically different than
those of Cervantes, despite being formally identical, is as far as I am concerned a check-mate
against formalist theories of meaning, and an illustration of how individual choices and stances
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like the avant-garde, where producer and consumer populations bear considerable
overlap, for one another. Other times, the game is defined post-hoc by those who
oppose its dominant frame, such as the “high modernism” of James Scott’s Seeing
Like A State.
In stable games, the judicial sensibilities and game state (shared play history) is
widely and commonly known by participants, such that a given participant can be
reasonably confident that another given participant will share a set of reference
points (“canon”). This allows more compressive, efficient, and high-fidelity
communication (via occluded common ground). There is a shared sense of what is
obvious (can “go without saying”) and what is original, and what approaches or
players are under- or over-rated, that is, niches under- or over-saturated.
Participation is bounded institutionally and/or paradigmatically—players have
jointly determined or agreed that certain questions, approaches, techniques, and
thinkers are promising, while others are dead-ends—and will only consider a player
part of “their game” if that player is in accord with the vast majority of the
governing paradigm. (Institutional training functions in large part to initiate a
player into a discursive game: its history, present state, values and sensibilities, and
key players.) A player can challenge one sacred pillar of the game (or “field”),
perhaps, but only one at a time, and typically only if one has already been
recognized as a formidable player of the game (e.g. via previous, more
paradigm-affirming work, or via strong interpersonal/institutional affiliation.) We
can call this the “one pillar at a time principle,” and note a similar “n+1” principle:
success within discursive games is perhaps most reliably accomplished by first,
strongly affiliating with the premises of single stable, established game, and then
updating or extending it in a novel way (perhaps by importing ideas from a second
discourse). We see this frequently in artistic genres: one must adhere closely enough
to convention to be recognized as an AbEx painter, or a metal band, while providing
enough novelty to be interesting instead of redundant. (See also Murray Davis’s
concept of “the interesting”: the balance of familiar and foreign, of the affirmative
and subversive, is key to our assessments of discursive moves.) This is the sense in
which discursive games are Carsean “infinite games”: the production of novelty
expands the possibilities of the game, prolonging its lifespan and thus allowing
gameplayers to continue playing.

ii.
Whenever contemporaries speak about the dynastic armies of their own or
recent times, and whenever they engage in discussions about Muslim or
Christian soldiers, or when they get to figuring the tax revenues and the
money spent by the government, the outlays of extravagant spenders, and
the goods that rich and prosperous men have in stock, they are quite
generally found to exaggerate, to go beyond the bounds of the ordinary, and
to succumb to the temptation of sensationalism. When the officials in
charge are questioned about their armies, when the goods and assets of
wealthy people are assessed, and when the outlays of extravagant spenders
are looked at in ordinary light, the figures will be found to amount to a
tenth of what those people have said. (Ibn Kalduhn, Muqaddimah 14th
C)2
In everyday communication, representation work is not the “neutral” presentation
of maps of reality, but strategic interventions in the status quo, that is, the game state
to-date. One typically has a sense, or feeling—sometimes considered, sometimes
not—about a proper end state, be it a legal or legislative outcome, an institutional
priority, a cultural mood, others’ perceptions, etc. These feelings often have quite a
bit to do with what “team” we are “playing” for—in part because through the
socialization of play, we take on the priorities of our team and teammates; in part
because we have chosen a team on account of our pre-existing values. One’s
representation of reality is performed strategically to accomplish this end-state:
thus, if we believe that we have been treated “outrageously,” we will exaggerate and
censor parts of our story in order to instill the proper emotional reaction in our
interlocutor. (The ennobling frame of such behavior is that it attempts to convey an
“emotional reality.”) Or, if we believe that a certain policy outcome is righteous, we
will exaggerate those representations which support said outcome while censoring
those which bolster opposition—which “give ammunition to the enemy.” To say
our representations are strategic and transformative is to say they are always trying
to accomplish something for its speaker's priorities, to accomplish goals—a desired
delta in circumstance—via a context of affordances and constraints. (The “team” or,
in Erving Goffman’s [1969] term, “party,” one plays for may merely be oneself, but
can also include coalitions or philosophies worked on-behalf of.) Thus, while it is in
some sense true that conversations are about “sharing information,” as some
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Rationalists may be familiar with an extreme version of this via Arthur Chu’s infamous
defense of promoting false statistics as effective “bullets” in an ideological war.

theorists have argued, the connotation of this wording is far too neutral: the info we
present to others is strategically framed (“spun”); it is strategically edited,
summarized, and explained; its parts are chosen and modified for a variety of
optimization criteria, with various weighted goals. We are lawyers for our own side,
our own school, our own interests.
None of this is revolutionary as theory, but if taken seriously, it transforms the way
we tend to understand much of theoretical, philosophical, and academic speech.
Too often we believe we are speaking the “truth literal,” or at least, our “beliefs
literal”—failing to realize that we change the positions we defend depending on
who we are talking to, blind to the way the “impossible opposition” of our
abstractions conceal how much common ground frequently exists between us and
our interlocutors. We get carried away by implicitly dichotomous thinking, in
politics and academics alike (are they not the same thing…? This is the great insight
of Bourdieu’s theories of fields, or Latour’s theories of “French generals”).
Somehow, an enormous number of people on the other side are always deeply
wrong. Somehow, there is always little point to incorporating and synthesizing their
ideas into our own. It is less-well understood as two cartographers comparing notes,
each assuming he has missed something in the landscape that the other has noticed,
or been unable to explore territory the other has witnessed, and better analogized by
two debaters, who lose game points by ceding discursive points; who find
themselves unable to acknowledge arguments which, in different circumstances,
they would advance themselves.3
Part of this “sociological” antagonism of fields (“discursive games”) is that players
are vested in the preservation of their own local game, in which they have
accumulated capital and prestige, figuring as recognized players of import and
contribution. LessWrong rationalism might be able to incorporate ideas from
analytic into its own framework, but the possibility of folding LessWrong
rationalism into analytic, and in some sense dissolving its discursive boundaries,
transforms the social and epistemic position of rationalist writers, to being more
minor players in a larger field, on whose desks a large pile of homework has
suddenly been dumped (briefing on the history of their new discursive game).
3

This has been called the difference between “exploratory epistemology” and “combat
epistemology” by the Twitter user Chaosprime. Whether or not the rationalist community
LessWrong lives up to exploratory or “cartographic” ideals, the orientation is deeply embedded
in its epistemology, which orients around Alfred Korzybski’s “map and territory” carving. My
argument is that, for understanding most discourses, and the representational approaches which
comprise them, the metaphor of game-playing is more appropriate.

Discursive boundaries, which to their credit encourage intellectual diversity, also
create somewhat artificial if cognitively meaningful boundaries on what must be
known, and who must be addressed—that is, the game-state and the game’s judges.
If we wish to understand discourse, we must understand this: that the natural
antagonism between schools and philosophies may, in the long-term, yield valuable
dialectical syntheses, but in the short-term, the dominant positions of any one side
are clouded by orthodoxy, limited by their inability to incorporate “enemy” insights,
and damned to their own eventual overturning. And, as Nerst points out, synthetic
reconciliations of antagonistic viewpoints do not happen automatically; they take
work, and work motivation: “In a world where we don’t feel we need each other…
conquest is preferable to consensus.”

iii.
Wars. So many wars. Wars outside and wars inside. Cultural wars, science
wars, and wars against terrorism. Wars against poverty and wars against the
poor. Wars against ignorance and wars out of ignorance. My question is
simple: Should we be at war, too, we, the scholars, the intellectuals? Is it
really our duty to add fresh ruins to fields of ruins? Is it really the task of the
humanities to add deconstruction to destruction? More iconoclasm to
iconoclasm?
Bruno Latour, “Why Has Critique Run Out Of Steam”
It is the subtitle of Latour’s essay which really conveys what I am gesturing at:
“From Matters of Fact to Matters of Concern.” I do not think our arguments
follow “the facts.” I think they follow our concerns.
Let us try to understand this charitably, to ennoble it. It would be too easy to
criticize the “rhetorical distortions” which our own “interested natures” overlay
into all our pronouncements. But frames are merely generalizations, as we will see.
Our language is too ambiguous, our discursive subjects too diverse, their exceptions
always present. For each belief—that capitalism is immoral, that freedom of speech
is threatened, that “progress” is anything but—there are always counter-examples.
In John Nerst’s language, when it comes to high-level generalizations—not
mathematical principles, or theories of the atom, but value-laden abstractions about
people, and culture, and society—any honestly considered “signal”—that is, the
dominant narrative or interpretation—comes with a “corrective,” a qualification

which acknowledges the signal’s limits even as it bounds these limits as of minor
importance. “Capitalism is immoral, but occasionally leads to highly ethical
outcomes.” “Freedom of speech is threatened by political regimes, but new
technological opportunities for self-expression are emerging.” “Technological
progress has been disastrous for society, but medical advances have meaningfully
improved our quality of life.” This is a very long-winded way of saying that there is
nearly always truth in both the charitable and uncharitable interpretation: it is not
either/or, as the post-modern chorus intones, but both/and.
The charitable interpretation of rhetorical “overleans” is that is an attempt to better
align aggregate or mean opinion, within a discursive community—or else the
implicit ideology of social policy—with the standpoint the speaker believes to be
“correct,” just, or appropriate.4 One analogy for such a move is found in bargaining:
by “overleaning”—by offering a much lower price than one is willing to pay, or a
much higher price than one is willing to sell, one is able to move the “center of
gravity” to a more preferable endpoint. Bourdieu, in “The Field of Cultural
Production,” alternatively describes this as “twisting the stick” in the mud, from
which we might derive the handle “torque epistemology”5 to describe similar
orientations to discourse:
This explains why writers’ efforts to control the reception of their own
works are always partially doomed to failure (one thinks of Marx’s ‘I am not
a Marxist’); if only because the very effect of their work may transform the
conditions of its reception and because they would not have had to write
many of the things they did write and write them as they did—e.g. resorting
to rhetorical strategies intended to ‘twist the stick in the other
direction”—if they’d been granted from the outset what they are granted
retrospectively.
First, we see in Bourdieu’s passage the importance of situating discursive utterances
within the “game state” that precedes them—this is part of why we must “read
philosophy backwards.” Bourdieu argued convincingly, I think, that the social
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hierarchy, interpersonal relationships, group gossip, etc is the crucial but constantly
erased “dark matter” situating a field’s more formal utterances.
But more important to the point I want to advance, the passage illustrates the
importance of remembering that critical narratives are not so much advanced as a
“successor ideology” in its own right but as response, as counter-ballast to the
arguer’s assessment of the reigning ideological regime. These “reactionary”
ideologies, which I mean not in the specific, narrow sense of reaction to modernity,
but the broad sense of reaction to ruling ideology—(which, importantly, is how
narrowly reactionary thinkers see secular modernity)—is, I think, the normal state
of ideology, on all sides of the high-dimensional political spectrum. Individuals
frequently clash, in our high-level abstracted position-takings (feminist or
anti-feminist, Catholic or fervently atheistic, leftist or libertarian, etc) even when we
theoretically agree on most specifics. We “round” up or down against the ideology we
believe is winning; we defend or attack ideologies depending on whether we view
them as precarious or entrenched; we set ourselves up in opposition or support less
because we believe the object of our position is “good” or “bad” “in a vacuum” and
more because we believe them to to be under- or over-rated. If we take for example
two individuals, from rationalist circles, who are devoutly Catholic and
iconoclastically atheistic, we may find that they hold very similar stances but
conceptualize them very differently, and their identitarian position-taking is in large
part based on how much power they believe Catholic ideology to wield. The
Catholic may not believe in God-literal, and may have discarded many tenets of
Catholic ideology (as virtually all Christians do of Biblical guidelines), but he has
found value in other of its tenets, and believes that Catholicism embodies an
endangered, traditional set of values that it would be foolish, as a society, to discard.
The atheist, meanwhile, may readily cede that there are merits to faith and belief,
that certain Catholic tenets are sound social or personal guidelines for living, but he
sees religion as one of the dominant follies of the world, the source of many of its
problems, something best eradicated. It is not uncommon that the former
individual was either raised secular before undergoing a meaning crisis, or else raised
Catholic before disavowing it, entering secular society for many years, and
eventually rediscovering religion. Meanwhile the latter individual was frequently
raised in a highly religious family, educational setting, or community—in many
cases he is the practicing Catholic, ten years earlier.
(Tyler Cowen notes a related phenomenon he calls “mood affiliation,” though his
designation of “fallacy” is too strong for my tastes. “It seems to me that people are
first choosing a mood or attitude, and then finding the disparate views which match

to that mood and, to themselves, justifying those views by the mood.” And what
goes underemphasized, in his narrative compression, is crucial to ours: Each
example he gives of mood affiliation concludes by observing that the arguing party
has an “urgent feeling that any ‘pessimistic’ [or ‘optimistic’] view needs to be
countered.” What matters, in all these discourses, is less about “the facts” and more
about feeling: the tenor of an outlook; the question of whether adequate respect is
being paid to a position, whether a problem is perceived as adequately urgent.)
The “epistemology” in “torque epistemology” may seem too strong a word for a
maneuver as simple as rhetorical over-lean, but it captures what I think is a
psychically deeper dynamic. It is not that individuals possess neutral representations
which they then distort in public for pragmatic effect. Rather, it is that individuals’
representations are always already distorted, tied up as they are with the individual’s
sense of values, priority, and truth. Torque epistemology is, I think, more centrally
an extension of Bob Trivers’s theory of self-deception: individuals do not keep “two
sets of books”; rather, the bias is internalized at deep levels. From the outside, the
denial of inconvenient facts, or the exaggeration of convenient facts, might seem
awfully motivated—from the inside, cherry-picking just feels like discernment.
My suspicion is that the key to understanding this dynamic lies in the interplay
between Bourdieusean distinction—our impulse to gain capital of all forms
(symbolic6, social, professional, sexual, financial) via differentiation—and Girardian
mimesis—our social and mimetic acquisition of desires, values, and diagnoses
(“maps”). Orthodoxy in one group subsidizes deviance in another. There is a
symbiotic relationship between power and rebellion. One could not score points, by
being so blasé about COVID risks, were there not a mood of institutional and
liberal paranoia; similarly, one could not score points through concern were others
not being “reckless,” callous, and ignorant. In the long-term, with luck, opposition
leads to synthesis, dissent to compromise. In the short-term, unproductive siloing,
partial views on truth weighted in opposite directions.
If you are not already convinced that orthodoxy subsidizes banal realities into
“taboo insight”—as leftist political orthodoxy in intellectual spheres has done with
the “Intellectual Dark Web’s” centrist liberalism—consider Zizek’s
self-identification as a communist. From his conversation with Tyler Cowen, 2020:
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I called [my position] Communism. You know why? People, idiots tell
me—“Why don’t you call it socialism?” Everybody is a socialist today. Bill
Gates says he’s a socialist, and so on. It’s meaningless. Socialism basically
means today you care for society. Hitler cared for society. I don’t care; I just
want to signal that, as you nicely said now, something a little bit more
radical will be needed. That’s all I’m saying.
It is a twist of the stick; the only way the emotional reality can be conveyed, and the
only way social distinction can be achieved, is via exaggerated separation from banal
and dominant ideology.

iv.
Latour, in “Why Has Critique Run Out Of Steam?,” favors a warfare analogy over a
games metaphor. There are a few advantages to this, namely it better captures the
thought-leader dynamics of discourse, and it lets us talk about theories’ innate
desire to conquer turf.
“Run Out Of Steam” is a reflection, by Latour, on his philosophy of science work in
the late 20th C—his involvement on the theory side of the Science Wars. He does
not so much believe that he and fellow travelers like Lyotard, Bourdieu, and
Baudrillard were factually wrong. Rather, he worries that the poststructuralist
critique of science is “one war late”—that the ground or game-state they responded
to, a positivist mid-century enthusiasm and belief in science, has already receded,
and been replaced by in the West by a far more science-skeptical orientation, from
climate skepticism to anti-vaccination concerns.
Would it not be rather terrible if we were still training young kids—yes,
young recruits, young cadets—for wars that are no longer possible, fighting
enemies long gone, conquering territories that no longer exist, leaving them
ill-equipped in the face of threats we had not anticipated, for which we are
so thoroughly unprepared? Generals have always been accused of being on
the ready one war late— especially French generals, especially these days.
Would it be so surprising, after all, if intellectuals were also one war late, one
critique late—especially French intellectuals, especially now?
Latour notes that many of his opponents, in the Science Wars, believed his camp to
be denying the existence of objective reality, a position he denies ever holding. Let us
not litigate that issue, for now, and take him at his word, and look at John Nerst’s

personal reflections on traversing this misunderstanding. Nerst came from a STEM
background:
I’m the type who grew up reading science books, and my exposure to ideas
of this kind came from authors with a scientific background and
disposition, people like Alan Sokal and Jean Bricmont, Richard Dawkins,
Steven Pinker, and Daniel Dennett. I agreed with them, naturally:
constructionists and postmodernists were the enemy, relativists who insisted
that nothing was true and claims of truth or correctness were nothing but
power plays.
When he encountered the idea that reality was “socially constructed,” he found it to
be “nonsense on the face of it.” But,
Looking up the original source ("The Social Construction of Reality,"
published in 1966 by Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman) things got
clearer. Despite the title, it isn’t about (physical) reality at all, it’s about
society and the social order. I gather that’s what a humanities scholar means
by reality — “the conceptual system which people live their lives embedded
in.” That is, social roles, institutions, customs, practices, and structures.
The phrase, social construction of reality, could be read in two ways: “The physical
universe is socially conjured,” as many opponents interpret it, and “The social order
is socially shaped,” as many proponents interpret it. Nerst continues:
The first is false but sounds exciting and radical. The second is true but
sounds trite and tautological; it is nonetheless close to what the field seems
to want to say. To call it trite is unfair, as it should be understood as a
counter to the alternative viewpoint: that the nature of society is directly
determined by forces external to human minds, like biology, geography or a
strictly internal logic of scientific, technological development. It was
specifically stated by one of my teachers that the STS school of thought was
first and foremost a reaction against a (I'd say strawmanned, and did say so
at the time, repeatedly) view that the structure of scientific knowledge and
technological systems are independent of sociopolitical factors (and
therefore exists outside the jurisdiction of humanist scholars).
Here we have all the dynamics of torque epistemology: an eternal chain of
strawmen back to the dawn of time. (Or more accurately, a chain of weakmen:

many, and perhaps most, proponents of science believe that it is a disinterested
process of discovering truth, as we were all recently reminded in the Neil DeGrass
Tyson affair.)7
More from Latour, whose essay is a case study on the torque motivations of
discursive moves:
Do you see why I am worried? I myself have spent some time in the past
trying to show “the lack of scientific certainty” inherent in the construction
of facts. I too made it a “primary issue.” But I did not exactly aim at fooling
the public by obscuring the certainty of a closed argument—or did I? After
all, I have been accused of just that sin. Still, I’d like to believe that, on the
contrary, I intended to emancipate the public from prematurely naturalized
objectified facts. Was I foolishly mistaken? Have things changed so fast?
...While we spent years trying to detect the real prejudices hidden behind the
appearance of objective statements, do we now have to reveal the real
objective and incontrovertible facts hidden behind the illusion of
prejudices?
...Threats might have changed so much that we might still be directing all
our arsenal east or west while the enemy has now moved to a very different
place.
...This does not mean for us any more than it does for the officer that we
were wrong, but simply that history changes quickly and that there is no
greater intellectual crime than to address with the equipment of an older
period the challenges of the present one.
The whole dynamic is reminiscent of the American government’s unfortunate habit
of supplying arms to a rebel group (“anything but the current regime,” in the
corrective spirit) and then, 30 years later, having to fight those same rebels, who
have now become the regime and are armed to the teeth with American weapons.
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v.
Iconoclast and literary theorist Camille Paglia, in a 2005 interview for Bookforum:
I was in college around the time when the New Criticism, which adores
explication de texte and all this close reading, was in decline. I would say it
was in its height in its founding in the 30s and 40s; but by the 50s, it had
become very derivative. It was practiced by these sort of third-raters, people
without the real talent and erudition and prose style of the ones who had
founded it in North America. And so I was in revolt, I thought, against it in
my college years.
We see, of course, the same “reactionary” attitude that has run through this essay so
far. But note her emphasis on the kinds of people who were, by the 1950s,
espousing New Criticism: “third-raters” without talent or erudition.
Recall how central the game context is to understanding a given move. There are
two kinds of latency, in discursive games, which result in moves becoming distorted
and hence misunderstood. The first is a pure temporal latency—the latency Latour
bemoans in “Run Out Of Steam.” By the time a discursive move attains real
cultural influence, the conditions which the move responded to are often
long-gone. If LessWrong rationalism ever has its moment, it will, perhaps, be at the
precise point society needs LessWrong rationalism least. “I think we were so happy
to develop all this critique because we were so sure of the authority of science,”
Latour reflected in a recent NYT Mag profile—but culture, especially modern
culture, changes rapidly.8
The second latency is more sociological. There is a process by which new ideas travel
through a culture which we can call the “telephone effect,” after the children’s game
“Telephone.” In this game, a group gathers in a circle; one child originates a phrase,
and whispers it into the ear of his (e.g. left-most) neighbor, who then whispers it in
the ear of his left-most neighbor, and so on. The fun of the game comes from the
successive transmissions corrupting the original message; by the time the phrase
8
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arrives back at its originator, it has been garbled, sometimes beyond recognition.
(Crucially, for our purposes, this distortion is not merely the result of mis-hearing,
but also of deliberate sabotage by players for comedic effect.) Ideas, by the time they
reach popular science books, classrooms, or TEDx talks, have been repeatedly
altered by each transmission, stretched and transformed to fit the interests and
purposes of those who claim to represent it.
Recall that, in order to clear up his confusion regarding the “social construction of
reality,” Nerst needed to go to the original source. Many here may have had similar
experiences, in attempting to steelman ideologies that at first blow appeared absurd.
Many of the notions commonly attributed to gender theorists like Judith Butler, in
her theorization of gender performativity, are perverse caricatures of their original
source. Here is Judith Butler, on popular misreadings of her work—a
misinterpretation that perhaps many here, having engaged with Butler’s work only
through secondary or tertiary sources, will recognize as their own:
The bad reading [of Gender Trouble] goes something like this: I can get up
in the morning, look in my closet, and decide which gender I want to be
today. I can take out a piece of clothing and change my gender: stylize it,
and then that evening I can change it again and be something radically
other, so that what you get is something like the commodification of
gender, and the understanding of taking on a gender as a kind of
consumerism… When my whole point was that the very formation of
subjects, the very formation of persons, presupposes gender in a certain
way—that gender is not to be chosen and that “performativity” is not
radical choice and it’s not voluntarism… Performativity has to do with
repetition, very often with the repetition of oppressive and painful gender
norms to force them to resignify. This is not freedom, but a question of
how to work the trap that one is inevitably in.
The historian F.L. Allen, in his history of the 1920s, writes of Freudianism:
Sigmund Freud had published his first book of psychoanalysis at the end of
the nineteenth century, and he and Jung had lectured to American
psychologists as early as 1909, but it was not until after the war that the
Freudian gospel began to circulate to a marked extent among the American
lay public. [...] Sex, it appeared, was the central and pervasive force which
moved mankind. Almost every human motive was attributable to it: if you
were patriotic or liked the violin, you were in the grip of sex—in a

sublimated form. The first requirement of mental health was to have an
uninhibited sex life. If you would be well and happy, you must obey your
libido.
Those familiar with Freudianism will know it holds no such thing. And yet,
Such was the Freudian gospel as it imbedded itself in the American mind
after being filtered through the successive minds of interpreters and
popularizers and guileless readers and people who had heard guileless
readers talk about it [around] the cocktail-tray and the Mah Jong table.
Many LessWrong readers will be quick, on hearing the popular “fifty words for
snow” invocation, that the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is disproven, and the Inuit do
not, more importantly, have fifty words for snow. And yet, from Regier,
Carstensen, Kemp 2016, “Languages Support Efficient Communication about the
Environment” :
Franz Boas observed that certain Eskimo languages have unrelated forms for
subtypes of snow (e.g. aput: snow on the ground, qana: falling snow), and
thus subdivide the notion of snow more finely than English does. He
suggested that such cross-language variation in the grouping of ideas into
named categories “must to a certain extent depend upon the chief interests
of a people.” Boas’ Eskimo example was repeated by Whorf, and was
subsequently exaggerated through popularization, leading to grossly
inflated claims about the number of words for snow in Eskimo languages.
Through this exaggeration and resulting critique, the snow example has
acquired an air of unseriousness, and it tends to be avoided by many
scholars. However, recent work has suggested some empirical support for
the original claim prior to its distortion, motivating a broader
re-examination across languages, and greater theoretical attention.
Thus, much like in fashion cycles, where innovators and early adopters give way to
successive rounds of popularization, and the bulk of trend participants naturally fall
on the “popularization” stage of the curve, most advocates for a given idea present a
weakman argument which they have encountered in popularized or diluted form.
Accordingly, most on first encountering an idea encounter its weakman, and many
never encounter its strongman (which may or may not be its original formulation).
Those with critical instincts and independent spirit pounce; the weakman forms the
ground for the next move in the discursive game, as individuals who have

encountered a sickly orthodoxy take the dissenting position. Thus the history of
discourse, just as John elaborated it, becomes a history of weakmen, of exaggerations
and over-leans.

vi.
Now we are at last in a place to fully understand, I think, the discourse-as-warfare
metaphor, and specifically, its implication of conquest, or claiming and occupying
turf. In a previous post on conceptual engineering, I distinguished a
“narrow-and-conquer” approach to words from a “divide-and-conquer” approach.
Few philosophers would explicitly defend a Platonic-formalist view of words, where
a handle like “art,” “beauty,” “rationality,” or “meaning” is seen as describing a
single conceptual essence (vs. being an umbrella term for many loosely similar,
fuzzily defined sub-concepts). And yet, when we look at the analytic discourse, we
see constant debates of the template “What is X?” where X might be art, beauty,
bravery, or meaning. Thus, literary theory spent nearly a century arguing over
whether literary meaning “just was” the reader interpretation or the author intent;
similar debates over the essence of art characterize 20th C art-theoretic discourse;
the philosophical field of aesthetics searches relentlessly for a single, robust and
succinct definition of beauty, and Taleb makes endless claims that rationality “just
is” what survives, “period.”
I called these approaches “narrow-and-conquer,” contrasting them with
“divide-and-conquer.” For an example of the latter, see Yudkowsky’s factoring of
rationality in the sequences. “There are two types of rationality,” Yudkowsky tells
us: empirical rationality—a Bayesian protocol for updating & maintaining the most
accurate possible model of the world—and instrumental rationality—a protocol &
set of beliefs that best help us achieve desired ends.9 What is needed is an
explanation of why so many thinkers feel the need to make dramatic proclamations
of the format “X is Y,” even when (as they often do!) their investigation goes on to
make more equivocating claims to the concept’s polysemy.
The best explanation I have come up with is the concept of turf. This is a bit related
to Dennett’s “deepities,” and the “extend-and-retreat way of being” (a phenomenon
which deserves its own essay10). Let’s turn to Tal Yarkoni’s “The Generalizability
9

cf. “arguments as soldiers”
Suffice it to say, for now, that various discursive incentives lead individuals to overstate their
arguments, either explicitly or through insinuation.
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Crisis,” a critique of psychology’s ability to generalize findings, to better understand
this dynamic.
The first piece of advice Yarkoni gives researchers, in the conclusion of his polemic,
is to “draw more conservative inferences”—to “replace the hasty generalizations”
with “more cautious conclusions.” “Papers should be given titles like ‘Transient
manipulation of self-reported anger influences small hypothetical charitable
donations,’ and not ones like ‘Hot head, warm heart: Anger increases economic
charity.’” But of course, there is little prestige or power to be had in claiming so little
knowledge: all the incentives of turf point toward bold ambitious and barefaced
audacity over intellectual “modesty.”
In the conceptual engineering piece, I discussed what I called “linguistic
malpractice” by the philosophers Dave Chalmers and Andy Clark (who have done
good work, and have done bad; this is unfortunately the latter). From that
conceptual engineering essay, emphasis added:
Back in the 90s, Clark and Chalmers defined an extended belief—e.g. a
belief that was written in a notebook, forgotten, and referenced as a source
of personal authority on the matter—as a “belief” proper… [against native,
intuitive use of the term].
“Why didn't they call it e-belief?” [...] is a question very difficult to answer
for any single case, but more tractable to answer broadly: claims to
redefining our understanding of a foundational concept like "belief" are
interesting, and contentious, a territory and status grab in the intellectual
field, whereas a claim to discover a thing that is "sort of like belief, or like,
sorta kinda one part of what we usually mean by 'belief' but not what we
mean by it in another sense" doesn't cut it for newsworthiness… Here's
Chalmers [himself]:
“Andy and I could have introduced a new term, ‘e-believe,’ to cover all these
extended cases, and made claims about how unified e-belief is with the
ordinary cases of believing and how e-belief plays the most important role.
We could have done that, but what fun would that have been? The word
‘belief’ is used a lot, it’s got certain attractions in explanation, so attaching
the word “belief” to a concept plays certain pragmatically useful roles.”
[...]

[Chalmers is] 80% right and 100% wrong. Yes, there is a pragmatic incentive
to attach your carving to existing carvings, to try to “take over” land, since
contested land is more valuable. It’s real simple: urban real estate is
expensive, and this is the equivalent of squatters rights on downtown
apartments. Chalmers and Clark’s factoring of extended cognition is fine,
but they throw in a claim on contested linguistic territory for the glitz and
glam. These are the natural incentives of success in a [discursive] field.
“So they did it for the signaling?” Sort of. More on that soon.

vii.
An important addendum on the telephone effect. It’s not just that ideas become
distorted, it’s that they’re distorted in a specific direction. They generalize claims
from local to global, or from one local domain to another, and they increase their
certainty or explanatory power from modest to strong. Boas’s observations about
Inuit linguistics didn’t get less dramatic. Freud’s theories did not get moderated and
attenuated. TEDx speakers do not downplay the generalizability of a given
psychology study. Rather, as ideas work through a culture they are slowly
exaggerated; as ideas are constantly applied to new domains analogically, the
territory they claim to explain expands. Repeated simplification and generalization
(which are forms of decontextualization) ensures that ideas are weakened by their
very advocates. The simplicity makes the meme easily communicable; the
generalization makes it widely applicable; the combination means easy-to-use
concepts that are equally easy to knock over.
This is the natural gravitational pull of any (inherently indexical) idea. Every meme,
every explanation, wants to seize as much explanatory turf for itself as possible—“if
you're a hammer, everything looks like a nail”—which is to say that sociologically,
people will use and distort ideas, claims, and facts to claim as much explanatory turf
for themselves, since there are major capital incentives (reputation, grant funding,
citations, popular adoption, cultural influence) to convert one’s indexical,
contextual findings into generalizations with high purported explanatory power.
(This, again, being one of the big takeaways of Yarkoni’s study of psychological
malpractice.)

viii.
If discourse, then, is a game of seizing theoretical or explanatory turf, for the capital
it naturally accords, then we understand also there is a natural tendency for theories
and ideologies to expand. It behooves us to think of most theories, in the “inexact
sciences”—domains like psychology, sociology, ethnomethodology—as
generalizations. If there are natural joints to social and psychological domains, we
are still very, very far from discovering them—our approaches therefore necessarily
take the form of heuristic principles. Let us take “stereotype threat”—that it has
failed to replicate is beside the point. The concept “stereotype” is not a natural kind
but an umbrella over many analogically related phenomena; some individuals will,
ostensibly, react to stereotyping differently than others. An investigation takes a
far-from-random sample of the population, comes up with a list of potential
stereotypes, and sees how they affect performance on a select number of tests. A
local or indexical claim which might result from such an investigation is that, when
faced with specific stereotypes, a certain group of people tend to perform slightly worse
on a specific kind of test. As Yarkoni unpacks in the “Generalizability Crisis,” this
narrow ends up, inevitably, slowly transforming into a claim that minority members
have their academic performance altered by the valence of stereotypes regarding
their demographic group. Its advocates—and its detractors, for broad baileys are
easier to overrun than narrow mottes—have expanded the turf the explanatory
theory occupies.
The nature of such theories, given that we cannot access (or there do not exist)
natural “joints,” will always be that they are fitted better to certain situations, or are
better suited as interventions to certain contexts, than they are others. As they
expand, generalize, or are ported across contexts, they tend to slowly lose this tight
fitness. Over the course of this process, opponents of the theory mount, because the
theory infringes on their own discursive turf in ways which it might be increasingly
inappropriate for. As the new theoretical regime gains outsized influence, and
begans refactoring neighboring domains in its image, push-back accumulates, and
previous allies may find themselves switching sides to counter its growing strength.
From a conversation between philosopher Tamler Sommers and psychologist Dave
Pizarro11:
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Podcasts like theirs are valuable in large part because they lay bare the dark matter of
discursive fields, the various feelings and confessions and practices which are talked about
only casually between insiders—being too informal, inappropriate, “meta,” or discrediting to
publish in official outlets for outsiders.

Sommers: Part of the reason I changed my view [on free will] is I tend to be
a contrarian, and these days everyone's denying free will and moral
responsibility.
Pizarro: You're like a hipster philosopher, it's too trendy now.
Sommers: It’s like a band you discovered when they were doing demos in
their basement, and now all of the sudden they're on MTV and you get
kinda snide about it.
Here, contrarianism looks like an identity and more like a stage in a process of social
cognition. The dialectic works because individual players are incentivized to switch
sides for the sake of distinction, to “buy low” and “sell high,” fleeing an
over-saturated niche for one with less competition in developing ideas. Those who
dissent can seize unclaimed turf, and are suddenly able to explain real phenomena or
intuitions that the dominant ideology fails to account for or explicitly denies the
existence of (such as the political reaction or the IDW has done with its concepts of
“cancel culture,” sexual inequality, and the Cathedral). That is, while the dominant
ideology’s totalizing, narrative zealotry and sense of value clarity is its strength, it is
also its weakness: by failing to acknowledge exceptions or contradictions, it ensures
its own inevitable demise at the hands of a rebel coalition premised on those very
narrative exclusions. Thus did existentialism’s concept of man’s radical, unbounded
freedom gave way, naturally and necessarily, to structuralism’s pessimistic
determinism. “The French love revolutions,” Latour writes—no quarter given, just
the complete reversal of the previous regime—but perhaps they are not the
exception.
Earlier, discussing the “telephone effect,” it was argued that it is typically the weak
version of stances which end up encountered and therefore argued against. But even
when stronger versions are discovered, they are often conveniently forgotten or
ignored by partisans. I have noticed that many individuals who identify as “pro-” or
“anti-feminist” in fact held very similar beliefs. That is, despite the insistence of the
other side, very few anti-feminists dispute core feminist arguments about equality of
opportunity, suffrage, bodily autonomy, and culture’s influence on manifestations
of gender. Conversely, many feminists believe that the ideology is vulnerable to
exaggeration or misandry, even as they would not publicly acknowledge it to their
opponents. They will readily acknowledge, among themselves, in spaces where all
players have already proven their party credentials, that in certain domains, the

worldview is taken too far: Few except the most radical deny that nature, and not
merely nurture may underlie some behavioral sex differences, even as these
reasonable moderates hold that it would undermine their position to place public
emphasis on biology. (We will see a very similar example, from Bourdieu’s own lips,
shortly.) But the assessment of a worldview’s precarity vs. dominance is crucial to
whose trenches an individual occupies, which is why ideologies always cast
themselves as under threat of imminent extinction. All turf is precious: none can be
ceded, and the means always justify the ends when it comes to territorial expansion.
Leslie Harris, a historian of American slavery, recounts her experience with New
York Times editors on the 1619 Project.
Weeks before, I had received an email from a New York Times research
editor [who] wanted me to verify some statements for the project. At one
point, she sent me this assertion: “One critical reason that the colonists
declared their independence from Britain was because they wanted to
protect the institution of slavery in the colonies, which had produced
tremendous wealth. At the time there were growing calls to abolish slavery
throughout the British Empire, which would have badly damaged the
economies of colonies in both North and South.” I vigorously disputed the
claim. Although slavery was certainly an issue in the American Revolution,
the protection of slavery was not one of the main reasons the 13 Colonies
went to war.
Despite my advice, the Times published the incorrect statement about the
American Revolution anyway, in Hannah-Jones’ introductory essay. In
addition, the paper’s characterizations of slavery in early America reflected
laws and practices more common in the antebellum era than in Colonial
times, and did not accurately illustrate the varied experiences of the first
generation of enslaved people that arrived in Virginia in 1619.
Crucially (emphasis mine):
Both sets of inaccuracies worried me, but the Revolutionary War statement
made me especially anxious. Overall, the 1619 Project is a much-needed
corrective to the blindly celebratory histories that once dominated our
understanding of the past—histories that wrongly suggested racism and
slavery were not a central part of U.S. history. I was concerned that critics
would use the overstated claim to discredit the entire undertaking. So far,
that’s exactly what has happened.

ix.
Bourdieu again, on the pseudo-incompatibilism of fields:
The logic of the operation of fields tends to make the different possibles
that constitute the space of possibles at a given moment in time seem
intrinsically, logically incompatible, when they are indeed incompatible, but
only from a sociological perspective... The logic of the struggle and the
division into opposing camps which differ with respect to the possibles that
are objectively offered—to the point where each one sees or wishes to see
only a fraction of the space—makes options that are logically compatible
seem irreconcilable... Very often... the social antagonisms underlying
theoretical oppositions and the interests connected to these antagonisms
form the only obstacle to getting beyond and to the synthesis.
Nature vs. nurture, of course, is perhaps the most famous false dichotomy, and yet
Bourdieu, who ought to know better, falls into the very trap he describes above. In
Sociology is a Martial Art, a documentary on Bourdieu filmed near the end of his
life, we see him confidently asserting that all the personality differences between
men and women must be the result of socialization. This assumptive,
over-speculative, and unsupported reductionist view is, of course, ideology in play,
and perpetuates the anti-compatibilism that Bourdieu himself recognizes as styming
intellectual progress.
Perhaps this partiality is best witnessed in a decades-old radio interview with
Bourdieu, in which he tacitly acknowledges the politicization of scholarship,
whereby the points of the opposition must never be ceded even when (and
especially when) true. I am not trying to pick on Bourdieu as a hypocrite; I want to
show that torque epistemology is something we all fall into. We believe certain
explanations are under- or over-rated, that certain arguments “give ammo to the
enemy,” and so we avoid them:
Q: You didn’t answer my question. Do [social hierarchies] serve a purpose?
A: Well, that’s a question that belongs to metaphysics. The sociologist
doesn't have to take a stand. We know that there are areas... there is at least
one... it’s a small-scale society where differences hardly exist at all. It’s an
archaic society. And it works very well... But I’d rather put the question
aside... I don't think we can answer it.

Q: Because it's too complicated?
A: Because it’s complicated, and because I can't answer it.
Q: Why is it so complicated? Can you explain it?
A: Because there are important political issues at stake here... We're dealing
with a political issue, and especially issues related to “legitimacy,” the word I
just used. There are people who would like to legitimize... There are those
who say—roughly put, it’s the dominant who say—that inequalities are
justified. It’s in their interest to say that inequality is a good thing.
It is not really that the answer is complicated; there are obvious benefits to
hierarchy. Rather, Bourdieu is worried his answer could become politicized; he is
“doing politics.” That to cede hierarchy's benefits would be to enable an opposing
political movement. Rather than acknowledge hierarchy’s benefits, and then
advocate a system which captures them while also avoiding hierarchy’s costs, the
benefits are merely denied, and any “solutions” advocated will be necessarily partial,
will necessarily involve costly trade-offs. And while it is obvious and explicit that he
is “doing politics” when pushed to take a stance, on a question like this, is less
explicit but more pervasive in its influence on the causal factors he emphasizes in his
theoretical work.
Meanwhile, those who recognize the utility of hierarchy see a discourse which
cannot admit basic truths to itself, which is totalizing and delusional rather than
measured and honest. A new generation of intellectuals comes of age in such a
discourse arguing for hierarchy’s utility because the suppression of these truths by
the previous intellectual regime has turned banal realities into taboo insight.
Overstatement breeds overstatement; reduction reduction. This subsidization is so
frequently generational in part because of the aforementioned temporal and social
latency, but also because it is a game’s more established players—those who have
produced the current reigning orthodoxy, that is, contributed most strongly to the
current game-state, and built up capital through their play—who are most
incentivized to preserve them. (Thus the old saying about science progressing
through the passing of its reigning elders…) Conversely, it is newcomers and
outsiders to a field, who do not hold capital within it, who are most incentivized to
subversion and heresy—the reconfiguration of a discourse's ideology that brings
with it a reconfiguration of game-players’ standing.

ix.
There are some who will see all I have said here as obvious—so obvious it can “go
without saying.” But for many of us, we come into discourse thinking “grounding”
and “situation” are minor explanatory factors rather than the basis for the entire
position-taking. And I hope this piece pushes back on that interpretive mode,
which takes discursive moves as neutral “in-a-vacuum” maps, and recasts it as
strategic and situated—which shows how much of human epistemology is torque
epistemology, shows how much of our representational work is strategic. I also hope
it presents a more charitable case for torque epistemology than might otherwise be
assumed, while also pointing out how self-defeating these rhetorical over-leans, and
totalizing narratives, can be for a movement—so long as they participate in a society
with relatively free discourse, where corrective parties can emerge.
And of course, our beliefs and position-takings are not just strategic or corrective.
Trans theorist Andrea Long Chu, in her 2019 treatise Females, connects the
behavior of alt-right trolls with radical feminists like Valerie Solanas, famous for
shooting Andy Warhol and advocating mass murder. Both, she says, are forms of
trolling, of expression an emotional reality while “twisting the stick” in the opposite
direction. I am reminded of the evolutionary psychology idea that anger is a means
of improving one’s bargaining position. For many or all of us, our beliefs are less
neutral maps of reality and more attempts to “adjust the pitch of a desire or up a
fantasy’s thread count, to make overtures to a new way to feel or renew [our] vows
with an old one.”
There are a number of minor takeaways, I think, if you find the argument set out
here compelling. As always, when encountering a belief that seems absurd, first visit
the original source before dismissing it. Situate texts (as continentals are so fond of
reminding us) against the dominant assumptions and beliefs of their time. Interpret
charitably, with respect to the reality of the phenomenon pointed-at, but
skepticism towards the magnitude of its causal role or explanatory power.
But more broadly, I want to argue for a spirit of “generalized compatibilism.” The
truth is typically somewhere between, or somehow encompasses, the trenches of
discursive armies. When intelligent people occupy both sides, there will usually,
though not always, be a non-trivial amount of merit to both positions. One does
not need to cede an organizing frame to acknowledge that it gets many of the details
right (or vice-versa).

The natural discursive tendency toward incompatibilism, is born, broadly, of three
causes: rhetorical (or “sociological”) motivation, narrative simplification, and
linguistic ambiguity. I have addressed only the first here, but may write future posts
on the latter two causes.
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